You need to protect, nurture, and optimize your data to fully realize its true value, minimize your risk, and reduce costs. Using our DobiMiner® data management and migration solutions, you control usage, protect your data, stay compliant, manage capacity, and migrate to new platforms, helping you achieve the best possible ROI from your valuable data.

To say your data is one of your organization’s most valuable assets is an understatement.

Protect Your Data
Absolute protection of your data and ensuring business continuity should always be your top priority. DobiMiner helps protect your data against human error, malicious deletion, and out-of-sync replicated environments. DobiMiner also helps confirm you’re only storing data with real business value by auditing and comparing your stored data with the data known by the applications and users.

Audit Your Retention Policies
You may think your applications are taking care of your data retention, but are they? DobiMiner helps you audit your applications and stay compliant with wide-ranging industry regulations and with internal data retention policies. Having an automated system to constantly monitor your data reduces the risk of incurring costly fines and legal fees, translates to significant cost avoidance during litigation, and keeps key funds available for strategic projects.

Involve Your Users
If your applications and users are not deleting files appropriately, your business is needlessly consuming critical space and not realizing full utilization. DobiMiner empowers you and your users to identify and delete unwanted data so you can reclaim valuable capacity and prevent unnecessary and costly capacity expansions.

Control & Charge For Utilization
Your business can be much more effective and profitable by tracking the capacity utilization of your data storage infrastructure and even charging the appropriate entities. DobiMiner identifies capacity usage down to the file level, measures exact usage by applications, departments, projects, and users, and generates chargeback and billing reports.
Track Capacity Trending

You can't afford the risk of spending money on avoidable capacity expansion or of reaching full capacity and disrupting business continuity. DobiMiner not only tracks your capacity usage, it analyzes the overall efficiency of that capacity so you can take action to optimize your storage. You can also pinpoint your burn up to maximum capacity based on your usage trends over the entire lifetime of your storage.

Migrate Data

As you contemplate taking advantage of new technology, don't let the migration become a nightmare. DobiMiner gives you the utmost confidence that your data will be migrated fast and is fully protected at every stage of your migration. DobiMiner’s built-in, proven migration methodology provides the highest data integrity, minimizes downtime, and migrates your data to its new destination with unparalleled precision, speed, reliability, and real-time transparency.

With DobiMiner performing your data migration, you:

- **Reduce Risk.** Employs a closed-loop process that migrates your data correctly every time and only migrates data with business value.

- **Accelerate Migration Time.** Executes migration tasks in parallel to significantly speed migration time.

- **Minimize Disruption.** Aligns with your business processes, complex workflow, and strict schedule, avoiding operational conflicts and enabling you to conduct business as usual.

- **Deliver Continuous Transparency.** Provides real-time, GUI-based updates of key statistics of your audit and migration processing, including estimated time of completion.
With DobiMiner you minimize business and operational risk, and reduce costs across the board.

For more information, email sales@datadobi.com or go to www.datadobi.com